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1. Thank you for attending…
I’m Cynthia Motian McGuirl. I live in Maine but I grew up in Cranston, RI. I’ve created many artworks, mostly intaglio prints, that
relate to my family’s Armenian heritage. History is taught through generalized accounts of battles, boundaries, dates and numbers. These
words do not change the reality of what happens to people during wartime. By learning history through firsthand, personal accounts, I
believe we can see the true horrors of war and Genocide. Hopefully this awareness will build up to the point where we will not allow it
to happen again.
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2.In Intaglio printmaking, you can rework the image many times by recoating and reetching the metal plates. I find that working in this
medium mirrors the way the stories have come out, a piece at a time, growing as I do research and make connections with my Armenian
relatives.
In the Armenian culture, dreams are given a lot of significance. My dreams are what urged me to investigate my families’ story.
Ball of Ancestors 1997 17 3/4” x 23 3/4”
From a dream: My mother gives me a present. She is holding a gaseous white sphere. It is composed of living spirits with faces and
smoky bodies all held together in the shape of a globe. In awe, I ask my mother, “What is this?” She happily explains that ten days after
you are born, your ball of ancestors arrives. This is my lineage. It is a matriarchal line. Whenever someone is born or dies in our family,
their soul arrives from or enters into this ball.
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3. 1934 Harpootian Family Hartoun, Grandma [ Areknazan (Rebica, Alice)], Mariam (Menz mMorcor), Yefkina (Yefky), Kevork
(Father), Mary, Paul I feel it’s important to tell the story of women who moved beyond the violence, abuse and pain they endured
and, amazingly, were able to bring love, joy and happiness into their lives and the lives around them.
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4. Some Armenians 1998 7.75” x 6” From a dream: I am at an event in the basement of the Sts Sahag & Mesrob Armenian church in
Providence, RI. An older Armenian woman pulls out a book with a torn cover. I tell her I have dreams about what happened. I start
crying. She nods knowingly. I say I want to know what happened in Malatya. The first pages of the book are children’s drawings. I enter
the book and see that the vertically scribbled drawing is a huge wheat field. The people are trying to harvest quickly. They know that the
Turkish soldiers are coming soon. They have a plan to hide in a cave in the mountains. To stay hidden, they will have no fires there.
They will have to eat the bulgur raw. I am moving towards them, but I am still hidden in the tall grains of wheat. Before I can reach
them, the ground shakes with the sounds of soldiers hoof beats.
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5. At Malatya 1998 7.75” x 6” A large group of soldiers rides into the clearing. Their sabers are drawn. They quickly slice up all the
Armenians. The souls of the dead Armenians are floating above the chopped up bodies, hovering in shock. The wheat is soaked in
blood. This is the second, horizontally scribbled children’s drawing in the book. I start breathing hard in fear and begin to run home.
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6. Three Dead Boys 2006 7.75” x 9.75” I am running down a dirt road, and I am in the next “color” photo in the book. I see very
clearly three young boys hung dead on their front porch. The youngest boy has on a bright blue shirt. In the distance, I see flames. I
think the Armenian quarter is on fire. I’m so frightened, I wake up.
After this dream, I did some research. I found out that if any Turks were found to be hiding or helping Armenians, the entire family
would be hung in front of their house as punishment. Many Armenian quarters were burned. The deportations took place during harvest
season.
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7.1966 me, Grandma, David and Tracey Grandma always gave me her attention when I needed it, and she always encouraged whatever
I did. I shared a bedroom with her. Every now and then, I would be awoken in the night by the sounds of Grandma shouting. She would
toss and turn violently until she launched her body out of her bed and onto the hard floor with a thud.
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8. about 1925 Aleppo Syria my Grandmother, back row. Hovaness Bajaksuzian (cousin), Yeksabet Bajaksuzian (Artinian, Harpootian)
Horkor- father’s oldest sister, Yefkina Harpootian After the war, Haleb, now Aleppo was a major refugee center for Armenians. This is
the oldest picture I have of my Grandmother. I’m not sure how old she was. She said she didn’t know her birthdate.
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9. Hovaness, Rebica, Yeksa, Yefkina each image 2.75” x 2.5” 2006 These images was inspired by the previous photo. I knew that
Grandma had had a hard life. When she was a child, her mother gave her and her sister to the Turkish family next door so they wouldn’t
have to go on the deportation march. What a nice family, I thought. To hide an Armenian. But in such a small town, could it really be
hidden? It didn’t make sense. Then I read the stories of some other survivors. They didn’t pretend they were the blood relatives of
Turks. They pretended they had converted to Islam in order to survive.
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10. Record Player 2008 3.5” x 3.5” Every so often, Grandma would be in the parlor, alone, with the door closed. I could hear the
sound of scratchy Armenian 78 records being played and Grandma crying. She said the music reminded her of when her mother was shot
and killed in the street by Turkish soldiers.
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11. Yazgol 2006 2.5” x 3” I realized that there were no photos of my great grandmother so I decided to make a portrait of her. It
seemed appropriate to use an etching technique where you scrape back the image from a solid black background. Her name was Yazgol
[Harpootian (DerMoushegian)}.
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12.Morcord’s Melons 1997 6” x 8” This is the story of my Grandmother’s oldest sister, Mariam. Her 1st husband was taken away by
Turkish soldiers in their hometown of Malatya, and killed along with many other Armenian men. During the “relocation” march, she
watched her two year old daughter die because the Kurdish soldiers, supposedly accompanying the deportees to protect them, would not
let her carry her toddler daughter. When she herself lay dying in the Syrian Desert, a Turkish family, at great risk to their own lives, took
her in and nursed her back to health by feeding her melons. She always loved melons.
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13.Mariam 2005 7.75” x 6” This is a portrait of Mariam. I have tried to capture her beauty, grace, and strength. After she lost her
husband and daughter in the Genocide, she went on to be a house mother at an orphanage in Aleppo. Many Armenian children who had
lost their birth parents in the Genocide called her Mayrig, Armenian for mother.
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14.The photo is from a funeral in Rhode Island in 1923 was the inspiration for the portrait. The deceased woman is Mariam’s aunt by
marriage, Manoosh [Harpootian, maiden name Dandigian]. She died of influenza shortly after finally reaching safety in the USA. Here is
Mariam (pointer) Charles [Artinian], Manoog, my great grandfather Kevork and his brother Katchador (husband of the deceased). She
was his 2nd wife.
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15. Kevork Harpootian- my great grandfather.[ Areknazan’s father.] He came to the USA in 1913. His family was living in Malatya
without him when the Genocide happened. Men often came ahead of their families to the USA to earn money & citizenship, which took
a minimum of 5 years. After 1921 it was even more difficult to come to the USA because of immigration law changes. Kevork applied
for citizenship in 1922. He could not pass his test to become a citizen making it even harder to bring his daughters over.
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16. Meanwhile, back in Aleppo, Kevork’s sister Yeksabet and her son Hovaness Bajaksuzian decide to go back into Turkey to rescue her
nieces. I want to emphasize that they were already in the relative safety of Aleppo.
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17. The Tunnel 2005 9.75” x 7.5” This is how I picture my grandmother’s escape from Malatya around 1924. For the last 10 years
she and her sister had been working as “maids” for a Turkish family. This is all that was ever said about that time. Yeksabet & Hovaness
came to get them. They escaped in the night on a donkey through tunnels under the city. They could hear the frightening hoof beats of
soldiers’ horses above them.
I found out later that Malatya is built on an ancient city, and does indeed have tunnels underneath it. I also discovered that it must
have been quite dangerous for my great aunt to go back into Turkey at this time. Malatya was at civil war, with Kurdish fighters vying
for and briefly obtaining control of the city.
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18. Bajaksuzian family Aleppo Syria 1956. They settled in France eventually. Point out Hovaness & Yeksabet.
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19. My Grandmother’s Identification Paper in Aleppo. dated April 7, 1926 { Name: Areknazan Harpootian Father: Kevork Mother:
Yazgol Born: 1907 Malatya Residence: Haleb, Syria}
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20. Nemrud Dagi 2009 7.75” x 8” Because of confusion about who was alive and who was dead, my Grandmother had to immigrate
on passport papers that were made out in the name of her murdered sister Areknazan. She was afraid for all of her life that she would be
deported if it was found out. She became upset if anyone called her by her real name Rebekah. This piece is how I imagine my
Grandmother taking on the identity of her sister.
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21. 1957 Mariam, Areknazan, Yefkina The 3 sisters standing in front of Yefky’s grapevines. She had beautiful gardens. My Grandmother
in the middle.
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22. Slavery 2010 6” x 8” Grandma had the faint blue markings of a tattoo on her inner arm. She had had it removed when she came to
the US but you could still see it slightly. It was Arabic writing. I’m not sure what it said. But here I depict it as her name in Arabic, a
slave tatoo. I’ve also written her name in Armenian as both Areknazan and Rebica. She also had several severe scars on her right wrist
and hand.
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23. Faith 2005 7.75” x 6” The strong visual cross on my grandmother’s dress is appropriately symbolic of her immense Christian
faith.
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24. A photograph of my grandmother and her sister taken in 1926 in Aleppo, Syria. They sent it as a postcard to their aunt (mother’s
sister Anna) whom they were going to join in Cuba. It says on the back in Armenian- Aunty, we will be joining you soon.
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25. Fire 2005 7.75” x 6” Portrait of Yefkina who was always full of laughter.
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26. French passport- they went from Aleppo to Bierut and then sailed to Egypt & Marseille.
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27. on this boat the SS Mariette-Pacha. 1st stop Alexandria, Egypt to get their younger brother Hartoun.
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28. Hartoun was 6 years old in 1915. We don’t know how he survived the deportation. When my Grandmother and Yefkina found
Hartoun, they barely recognized him. He was dressed as an Egyptian boy wrapped up in a turban and gayibillah. They all sailed to
Marseille, France. Then they took the train to LeHavre. When they get on the boat bound for Cuba, Hartoun was told “No bono”. He had
an eye infection and was not allowed. So after a brief reunion with his family after more than 10 years apart, he is left behind in France
while the others go on.
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29. Cuba Rooftop 1927 My Grandmother, Anna her maternal aunt (Yazgol’s sister) [DerMoushegian (maternal aunt, married Kachador
Harpootian- brother of deceased sister’s husband), Yefkina
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30. Cuba 1997 7 ¾” x 9 ¾” After surviving 10 years of slavery and almost 5 years as a refugee, my Grandmother arrived in Cuba. She
couldn’t get into the US unless she was married to an American citizen. She waited. She lived there for about a year.
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31. Motian Brothers: Kerop, Stepan, Serop (abt. 1912) Kerop - He was in the Turkish Army and fought in the Balkans war. Before this
war, Armenians were not allowed in the military but had to pay a head tax instead. Around 1913, Armenian men in the Turkish army
were relieved of their weapons and killed or used as slave labor. Kerop was hidden by his Turkish captain so that he was able to escape
death. He arrived in USA 1913.
Serop- arrived in the USA in 1909. He had a restaurant in Providence, [the Guyfa on Hoyle Square.]
Stepan- arrived in the USA 1901 His jobs in the US varied from elevator operator to Turkish bath house keeper, here in Providence, to
auto mechanic.
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32 .Three Men 2005 9” x 7” My Grandfather was hired to go to Cuba, marry my Grandmother, and bring her to the US. My guess is
that this was arranged by my great Uncle Kachador. Kachadoor came to the USA on the same boat as Stepan in 1901. My great
grandfather Kevork wanted my Grandmother and Stepan to get divorced so he could find his daughter a proper husband.
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33. Grandma defied her father and stayed married to Stepan Motian. She never really reconciled with her father who died in 1933.
Cuban Marriage Certificate 1929
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34. 1931 A very Americanized Yefkina with daughter Mary and Areknazan with son Paul
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35. In addition to having 3 children under the age of 10, Grandma found time to learn English and American History. She was an avid
reader. She became a naturalized American citizen on September 25, 1940. Grandma loved her teacher Mrs. Mahoney who was very
kind to her.
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36. I found this among my Grandmother’s books when I was cleaning out a closet for my Mother. My Grandmother subscribed to
lessons and purchased books about the Psychiana Religon .She received them in the mail monthly for a couple of years- 1948-1950. Dr.
Frank B. Robinson was a kind of new age thinking, anti war, anti church writer. Most shocking of all were his diatribes against the story
of Jesus Christ. He said it was stolen from ancient religions which were thousands of years older than the birth of Christ. I thought my
Grandmother was a devout Christian. I assumed her Faith was what helped her to survive ten years of slavery in Turkey.
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37. [Grandma mid 1960’s] Grandma prayed every night. I remember watching her. She would stand with her eyes closed, moving her
lips and moving her arms and body in different positions. She was in a meditative trance. I assumed this was the way Orthodox
Christians prayed. Then I saw a picture of an Islamic Imam praying and the stance was exactly the way Grandma stood. Wow, why
would she continue to pray in the manner of Islam when she was forced to practice that religion? My conclusion- Grandma was an
inquisitive free thinker.
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38. Grandma’s Wishes 2013 9” x 8.5” My imaginings as to what my Grandmother wished for: to see her deceased relatives after her
death and be reconnected to them, a good life for her descendants still on earth and, like Judith of Judith and Holofernes, to decapitate
her oppressors. This last is my own tongue and cheek interpretation from the biblical writings she copied over and over again about
forgiving those who have wronged you. She worked really hard at forgiveness.
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39. Grandma and her Sister Newport Beach, RI 1951 Grandma loved the beach. She’d often take the bus from Providence.
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40. Horse 2008 3.5” x 3.5” From a dream: My relatives were traveling circus performers and entertainers. There’s a dragon lady with
an elongated face, nose and ears. She’s wearing an opera cape and posing with a horse in front of a covered wagon. At some point, I get
a phone call, “Hello?” “It’s Yeksabet.” “Who?” Then I realize who she is and I’m a little scared.
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41. Yeksa Calls 2006 11” x 9” She said “Don’t forget about us. We had a deal. You were going to tell our story.” I had been
neglecting them, and felt a little guilty.
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42. Circus Baby 2010 22 ½” high oil on wood Inspired by a picture of my grandmother holding my sister upright by her feet at the
age of 3 months and pictures of wire walkers in old Turkey & modern Armenia. I came across the following passage: From “Village of
Parchanj” { editor M. B. Dzeron published 1938 } translated by Arra S. Avakian 1984 “Wire-Walker --- Pehlivan -- The big traveling
circus came from Moush after the harvest. These touring Pehlivans, about 4 or 5, were tightrope walkers. They came with their
equipment and little drums loaded on donkeys, and with their kemanchas hanging from their necks. They would set up their wire at the
stream or at the threshing area. All the village came to see the tricks and antics of these performers. The Pehlivan would run back and
forth on the wire, barefoot, and carrying a long pole. He would hop along the wire, or would slide along with pans tied to his feet. His
companions all the while supplied davul and kemancha from below. There was no admission charge. After the performance the
Pehlivan and his davul player went around with their colorful caps in hand, to collect what they could. “May God bless you.” The
villager, not really wanting, gave generously- fresh bread, barley for the donkeys, wheat, bulgur, etc. ”
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43. My Grandmother holding my sister when she is less than 3 months old.
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44. The Other Tunnel 2007 6 7/8” x 4 7/8” This print began as a depiction of the tunnel your soul goes through at death. After I
etched it, I saw the Madonna like face and revised the image. I hope my presentation shows that courage, faith and humanity can
overcome all.
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